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Executive Summary

Using 2015/16 data we set out to identify the 
top ad copy trends for the outerwear retail 
market online.   
 
Below we outline our findings in terms  
of the industry trends and what is working  
in ad copy messaging.

For headline ad copy the themes of ‘Brand’, ‘Style’ and ‘Audience’ were the 
industry norm. This highlights the importance of providing relevant ad text related 
to the actual search terms used by the target audience.

In description line copy, Call to Actions (CTAs) with ‘Shop’, ‘Order’ and 
‘Discover’ were associated with the most impressions. CTAs were used far more 
often in description lines than in headlines.

Gender segmentation in search terms coordinated with gender related ad copy 
and product listing titles is key in targeting the relevant audience. 

For Black Friday sales, “% off” messaging combined with delivery related 
incentives such as “free delivery” resulted in the best performing ads. 

The norm for ads around Christmas time is to increase sales pressure and FOMO 
to create a sense of urgency and promote impulse buying.

“Headline 1” has proven to be the most important element of Expanded Text 
Ads. Make sure your “Headline 1” messaging is as relevant as possible for your 
target audience.
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Using 2015/16 data we set out to identify the top search terms, trends, offers,  
messaging and USPs to take learnings for the upcoming Autumn/Winter 16/17 season.

We analysed data from 90 different advertisers in the online UK retail market. From these 
advertisers campaigns we identified 23 400 search terms to define the UK outerwear retail 
market. This equated to 44 200 unique ads and more than 126 million estimated impressions.

Data was exported from the Adthena Fashion Retail Top Ads Report. We then categorized  
the ads by their message function and segmented the ad copy by specific themes to 
investigate which of these were most effective. The full list of themes is as follows:

Introduction

Learnings for the upcoming Autumn/Winter 16/17 season

44 200
This equated to

unique ads and more than

estimated impressions

126 000 000 
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We interpreted the results for headline text themes and description line themes and 
compiled the conclusions which follow.
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Learnings for the upcoming Autumn/Winter 16/17 season
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Headlines 

Below are the results of our ad headline copy analysis showing the percentage of ads 
containing each theme as well as the percentage of available Impressions associated with  
Ads containing each theme.

As can be seen in the above graph the most common themes 
were: style, audience and brand. 

The use of styles in headline ad copy highlights the importance of providing relevant ads 
related to product searches and provides a strong use case for Dynamic Keyword Insertion.

Women’s and men’s audience targeted ad copy was the most common; showing the 
significance of matching gender targeted ad copy with gender related search terms.

Brand was used in approximately 35% of ad headlines, and was associated with 45% of 
impressions across the industry. Brand specific headlines resulted in a higher share 
of impressions suggesting they are associated with a higher quality score due to higher 
click-through rates. This makes sense as the use of brand terms can reduce customer 
anxiety if those brands are well known or trusted.   

Industry Ad Copy Norms
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Industry Ad Copy Norms

Descriptions

Below are the results of our ad description copy analysis showing the percentage of ads 
containing each theme as well as the percentage of available Impressions associated with  
Ads containing each theme.

As can be seen in the above graph there is a larger spread  
of impressions across ads with different themes in their 
description copy.

“Call to actions” were used in 61% of ad descriptions and were associated with a similar 
amount of impressions. The top 3 call to actions were “Shop”, “Order” and “Discover”.
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Industry Ad Copy Norms

“Brand” was used in approximately 28% of ad descriptions, and was associated with  
36% of impressions across the industry suggesting the higher impression driving  
ads used brand keywords in their ad descriptions. This is similarly found in the headline  
ad copy analysis. 

of ad descriptions

28%

of impressions 

36% 

“...suggesting the higher impression driving ads used brand 
keywords in their ad descriptions.” 
 
“FOMO” or a “fear of missing out” was used in more than half of the industry ads. This 
theme plays on the customers’ emotions to encourage the impulse to purchase. The phrases 
“Now”, “Today”, “Ends in...” and “Hurry” were used most and had the highest impression 
share suggesting retailers are using countdown timers to increase the impact of sales.

Advertisers tended to use description space for delivery related incentive over price  
related messaging and was associated with higher impression share than ads talking  
about prices or discounts.

Discount messaging was included in a large portion of ad descriptions but was not associated 
with an equally high portion of the impressions. This suggests that discount messaging does 
not affect quality score or CTRs as much as some of the other themes. 
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Gender Segmentation

“Audience” is a commonly occurring theme in the ad copy. Women’s and men’s targeted 
ad copy were the most common under this theme, showing the significance of matching 
gender targeted ad copy with gender related search terms.

“...the significance of matching gender targeted ad copy with 
gender related search terms”.

AdWords’ new demographic targeting for search campaigns gives advertisers more control 
over their targeting than ever before. This makes it possible to reach only the relevant 
gender audience for your products. However our research has shown that including gender 
specific copy in your ad text is still best practice in order for ad copy to be as relevant as 
possible to the search terms

Our top tip for gender segmentation:
Segmenting search terms by gender and coordinating keywords with 
matching ad copy and product listing titles is key in targeting the  
relevant audiences.
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Top Tips for Christmas and Black Friday

The chart below illustrates how the retail industry targeted Black Friday compared to 
Christmas sales in 2015 across Outerwear.

In both periods “% off” offers were most popular, with a tendency for higher “% off” at 
Christmas. Black Friday ads used “Deal” messaging and “Free Delivery” incentives whilst 
Christmas ads focussed on “sales” along with time pressure “Hurry” messaging.
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Top Tips for Christmas and Black Friday:

Our top tip for Black Friday:
Use “% off” messaging in the ad headline and use the description line 
space for delivery related incentives as these messaging themes were 
associated with higher volumes of impressions.

Our top tip for Christmas:
Add FOMO (fear of missing out) messaging to your ad text. Consider using 
phrases such as “don’t miss out” or “ends in …” to create a  
sense of urgency 
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Expanded Text Ads

Expanded text ads (ETAs) are a hot topic across the online marketing industry at the moment. 
We reviewed 1300 ads from 31 competitors using ETAs for outerwear retail related search 
terms. Below are two graphs illustrating the performance of the ETAs as well as the themes 
being used in the ad copy.

As can be seen in the above graph, the expanded text ads had a slightly better average 
position than standard ads suggesting a higher CTR and quality score.

The “impressions per day” graph shows that ETAs have gained higher impressions for the 
amount of time they have been showing.

Average frequency was higher for standard ads which may  
be due to a shorter display length whilst testing new  
expanded ads.
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Expanded Text Ads

The chart below shows the difference in the percentage of expanded text ads containing each 
theme compared to the old standard ads. It is clear that most themes have appeared more 
in the ETAs as expected due to the extra space, with “call to actions” and “sales pressure 
tactics” increasing the most. However “styles” and “returns” messaging are not appearing 
as prominently which may be due to certain competitors not yet transferring all of their ad 
campaigns over yet

“It is clear that most themes have appeared more in the ETAs as 
expected due to the extra space...”
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To learn more visit: Adthena.com/features/

Our top tip for ETAs 

Your “Headline 1” is the most important element of Expanded Text Ads 
and it needs to grab the attention of your target audience. Make sure your 

“Headline 1” messaging is as relevant as possible for your target keywords.

Another reason your “Headline 1” is important is because 
you can’t control how Google will show your second headline. 
“Headline 2” may appear after a line break or even be truncated 
on the SERP.

Expanded Text Ads
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